
Self-Reflection 
 

According to an article written by Jennifer Porter, published on Harvard business review 

website, self-reflection is the analysis of beliefs and actions for the purpose of learning. The 

article was mostly written to entrepreneurs, but there were some helpful nuggets in the article 

that apply to personal or professional growth and development. Here is the link if you’re 

interested in taking a peek.  

 

https://hbr.org/2017/03/why-you-should-make-time-for-self-reflection-even-if-you-hate-doing-

it 

 

What does self-reflection have to do with anger you ask? Well, Jennifer’s definition of 

“analyzing our beliefs” is a good place to start. Our belief systems influence our emotions and 

consequently our behavioral patterns. Therefore, unhealthy beliefs, lead to unhealthy behaviors 

or actions. Aggression and raging patterns can be the outcome of unhealthy beliefs.  Do we 

make time to take inventory of what these belief systems are and what needs adjusting after 

proving them void multiple times? Are we constantly hitting our heads against a wall, stuck in 

our ways for many years consequently affecting the quality of our relationships? Anita 

Avedian’s workbook for anger management does an excellent job in helping us identify 

unhealthy beliefs vs. healthy beliefs in the worksheet of “developing healthy relationships.” 

Here is a link of where you can purchase the book if interested:  

https://www.amazon.com/dp/0615964001/ref=cm_sw_su_dp 

 

We construct our belief systems, through observing our parents, siblings, mentors, watching 

certain shows, our religious beliefs, personal life experiences, or even our sophomore history 

professor in college. Meaning, beliefs can be taught and caught. They are not concrete. Let go 

of what works and employ what works. But the only time we know some of our beliefs don’t 

work, is if we are intentional about reflecting and discovering this about ourselves. 

 

According to the article above, here are some steps on how to self-reflect: 

 

1. Identify some important questions: Here are some examples a) what are you avoiding? b) 

What/how are you contributing to the recent argument you just had with your employer? 

c) How could you have reacted differently in the recent disagreement you had with your 

partner d) How are you feeling about your recent decisions? e) Were you able to 

accomplish what you hoped to in the last week? f) Did you contact that person you said 

you would? And if not, what hindered you? How can you tackle that hindrance in the 

future so you can move forward with tasks you plan to? 
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2. Select a reflection process that works with your style ; journal, talk with a friend, think 

out loud, take a walk or a drive as you do so.  

 

3. Schedule a time to keep you accountable and intentional about the process.  

 

4. Start small. It is not easy to start with an hour long reflection time; 10 minutes would 

suffice as a start.  

 

5. DO IT. 

 

6. Ask for help if you need help with the process. You could ask coaches, therapists, 

colleagues, etc.  

 


